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1. Purpose
This is the fourth Public Environmental Report produced by McKay Timber
Bridgewater as a requirement under the Annual Fee Remission Guidelines under
the Environmental Management and Pollution Control (General Fees)
Regulations 2007.
The sections in this report are as required by the Annual Fee Remission
Guidelines, November 2007, Board of Environmental Management and Pollution
Control, under the Environmental Management and Pollution Control (General
Fees) Regulations 2007.

2. Profile - McKay Timber
McKay Timber was established in the early 1950's as a timber merchant. The
company has since diversified to operate two facilities in Tasmania. These
facilities include a timber processing mill and drying facility at Glenorchy and
timber sawmill at Bridgewater. The Glenorchy site also operates a timber truss
and wall framing manufacturing operation. The company employs a total of 98
employees across the two sites.
McKay Timber focuses on the processing of Tasmanian eucalyptus hardwood
timber, sold under the generic name of Tasmanian Oak. Timber is supplied to
the market in a number of value added forms from lower grade undried timber to
high quality timber products for the Tasmanian building and joinery trade.
McKay Timber is also an exporter of timber to mainland states and overseas
countries.
Dried timber from McKay Timber is used in building, joinery and other
applications such as flooring, bench tops and furniture that require a uniform
timber grain and a high appearance quality product.
Tasmanian oak timber processed by McKay Timber Glenorchy are milled at the
Bridgewater Sawmill from sustainable yield forests that are managed by Forestry
Tasmania.

2.1 McKay Timber Bridgewater
McKay Timber at Bridgewater is a wood processing works consisting of a green
sawmill and timber drying yard. Logs delivered to the mill are sawn, sawn
timber is air-dried on site, and dried sawn-timber is dispatched dry to McKay
Timber Glenorchy for further processing. Sawdust is transported to other
facilities where it is used as a biofuel. Green sawn off-cuts are chipped on-site
and transported to an export facility.
The sawmill is situated on the east side of the Midland Highway, two kilometers
south of Brighton, located within an industrial zone as defined by the local
Brighton Council.
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3. Environmental Policy
The organisation’s Environmental Policy is reproduced below:
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4. Reporting period
This is the third Public Environmental Report produced by McKay Timber
Bridgewater as a requirement under the Annual Fee Remission Guidelines under
the Environmental Management and Pollution Control (General Fees)
Regulations 2007.
The reporting period covered by this Public Environmental Report is the three
year period from July 2014 to June 2017.

5. Activity profile - operations
5.1 Plant and operations
McKay Timber Bridgewater facility entails (see also Plate 1 below):
o

log yard

o

green sawmill

o

chippers for green offcuts

o

sorting segregator

o

sawn timber storage

o

chip storage and loading facility

o

sawdust storage and loading facility

o

sawn timber air drying yard

o

water storage pond

o

maintenance workshop

o

site office
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Plate 1: Aerial view of McKay Timber at Bridgewater - the yellow line
represents the facility boundary approximately (image courtesy of Google
Earth 5 August 2014).

5.2 Production capacity and actual production level
McKay Timber at Bridgewater has been operating at capacity, producing around
12,000 cubic metres of sawn timber per year over the reporting period.

5.3 Pollution discharges and wastes
Approximately 40 tonnes of general waste, including strapping and noncommercial wood offcuts, was disposed of at Glenorchy local tip site each year
over the reporting period.
Air emissions are derived from the operation of on-site diesel-powered logloaders, forklifts and trucks, and from operation of two-stroke chainsaws (see
section 6.1).
There is no waste-water associated with the operation of the Bridgewater sawmill
(see section 6.2).
Noise from sawing and chipping operations is largely contained on-site: the
sawmill is enclosed in a colourbond-clad building and the chippers are housed
in a sound-proofed enclosure. Noise emissions were measured in May 2015 and
were confirmed to be within the requirements of the Environmental Protection
Notice (EPN 8952, Appendix 4).
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5.4 Pollution control measures
Green sawdust is contained in a hopper minimising on-site spillage and release
of sawdust.
Fugitive wood dust and wood fibres are minimized by (1) the potential sources of
fugitive wood dust and wood fibres being contained and (2) sawdust extraction
systems being operated effectively. Any spillages of wood wastes are cleaned up,
and there are regular general clean-ups.
Occasionally, when conditions require, water is sprayed to minimize the release
of dust from ground surfaces.
Diesel fuel is stored on-site in a bunded 1,000 litre above-ground tank.
Small quantities of hazardous chemicals (principally oil) are stored on site in
quantities that define them as minor storage under AS 1940-20041. Where
stored volumes are greater than 25 litres, the stores are bunded.

5.5 The local environment
McKay Timber at Bridgewater is situated within an industrial zone (as zoned by
the local Brighton Council - Appendix 1). It is also within the designated
Bridgewater Quarry Overlay - a designated quarry-noise zone. Neighbours
include: a machine and motor-vehicle auction house, an earth-moving
contractor, a fertilizer storage and distribution centre, a pallet storage yard, an
engineering works, a quarry, and one residence (see Plates 2 and 3 below).

AS 1940-2004: Australian Standard, The storage and handling of flammable and
combustible liquids.
1
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Plate 2: Aerial view of local environ around McKay Timber at Bridgewater
sawmill (picture 2008)

Potentially sensitive neighbours, which are depicted in Plate 3, are:
o

One nearby residence adjacent to the western boundary of the sawmill.

o

Adjacent agricultural land, which is principally grazing land for sheep.

o

Nearby water-courses, which are seasonal and do not flow all year round.
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Plate 3: Aerial view of local environ around McKay Timber at Bridgewater
sawmill showing potentially sensitive neighbours. Base image by TASMAP, ©
State of Tasmania (2008).

Local meteorology (nearest climate data recording station is New Norfolk2):

2

o

Mean annual rainfall is 550mm, relatively evenly distributed throughout
the year (lowest monthly average is February with 35mm and highest is
October with 55mm).

o

Prevailing wind is from the west.

Source: BoM (http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/averages/tables/cw_095015.shtml)
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o

Mean annual maximum temperature is 17C, highest mean monthly
maximum is February with 24C and lowest mean monthly maximum is
July with 11C.

Local air quality is generally very good:
o

There are no air pollution monitoring stations in the area or nearby.

o

The Brighton Council do not have any air quality observations for the area
but consider the air quality in the vicinity of the McKay Timber
Bridgewater sawmill to be generally very good.

o

There are no significant air-polluting activities in the area.

The nearest air monitoring site is at the Hockey South grounds in Newtown
(Hobart) which monitors levels of particulates (PM10 and PM2.5).

5.6 Any significant changes to the above during the reporting
period
A water bore was installed at McKay Timber Bridgewater, at a suitable location
near the water storage pond, to provide an alternative source of water for logwatering (see section 6.2.2).
Ambient noise levels have increased significantly at McKay Timber Bridgewater
since the vehicle speed limit on the adjacent Midlands Highway was increased
from 80kmh to 110kmh. “Traffic noise on from the Midlands Highway was the
dominant noise source”3.

6. Activity profile - environmental impact
6.1 Air emissions
Air emissions from the site are:
o

exhaust fumes from the intermittent operation of diesel-powered log
loaders

o

exhaust fumes from the intermittent operation of diesel-powered fork-lifts

o

exhaust fumes from the intermittent operation of diesel-powered trucks

o

exhaust fumes from the intermittent operation of two-stroke petrolpowered chainsaws

The potential impact on the environment of air emissions from the sawmill is a
reduction in local air quality. Given the very low levels of emissions from the
occasional use of diesel and petrol-powered machinery on the site, the impact
and potential impact of these air emissions on the environment is considered to
be extremely low, and insignificant in comparison with the levels of emissions

3

VIPAC, 5 May 2015: Bridgewater Sawmill Environmental Noise Survey.
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from diesel and petrol combustion associated with transport vehicles on the
nearby Midland Highway.

6.2 Water emissions
6.2.1 Stormwater
There are occasional storm-water emissions from the site. Storm-water run-off
from the site flows naturally into Crooked Billet Creek, the natural seasonal
water-course to the north. Crooked Billet Creek flows into the Jordan River
approximately 200 metres downstream of the sawmill. Both Crooked Billet
Creek and the Jordan River down-stream of the sawmill are classified as having
“Moderate” Conservation Management Priority under the Conservation of
Freshwater Ecosystems Value (CFEV) system (CFEV reports are reproduced in
Appendix 2) (http://water.dpiw.tas.gov.au/wist/). CFEV Conservation
Management Priorities have the possible values: Low, Moderate, High, and Very
High.
The potential impact of storm-water flowing into Crooked Billet Creek and then
into the Jordan River is very low given: the low levels of potential natural organic
contaminants in stormwater run-off; the “Moderate” Conservation Management
Priority assigned to the water-courses; and the high level of dilution that would
occur should stormwater from the site enter the water-courses given the volume
of storm flow in both water-courses would be very high under such storm
conditions.

6.2.2 Log watering system
There is an on-site pond (centrally located within the sawmill boundary,
approximately 70 metres from the northern boundary and 40 metres from the
western boundary - see Plate 1).
The pond holds approximately 0.2 megalitres of water, the water is sprayed onto
stored logs to help keep delivered logs fresh (see section 6.7 below) - some of the
water sprayed on waiting logs evaporates, the remainder drains back to the pond
- the pond level is maintained with water from the local municipal water supply
and an on-site water bore (see section 6.7).
The pond did not overflow during the reporting period. The probability of an
overflow is very low. The pond catchment area - the area in which logs are
stored and subject to water spraying - is approximately 6,000 square metres.
The pond surface area is approximately 120 square metres. A three-hour
intense rainfall event at a one-in-ten-year intensity would result in around
30mm of rainfall (see the Design Rainfall Intensity Chart in Appendix 3), which
would not be expected to result in an overflow of the storage pond.
In the event of a more intense rainfall event resulting in pond overflow, pond
water, which contains tannins washed from logs, would be diverted into Crooked
Billet Creek to the north via first an overflow pipe then an open channel. In the
unlikely event of an overflow, any leaked pond water would be somewhat diluted
by storm rainwater, and would then be greatly diluted upon entering Crooked
Billet Creek, which would be at that time in flood being fed by 1.2 square
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kilometers on non-forest / non-woodland dry-land catchment. The resulting
impact on the Crooked Billet Creek and down-stream ecology would be expected
to be insignificant.

6.3 Land/soil contamination
There is no land/soil contamination at the site.

6.4 Wastes – general waste and controlled waste
Approximately 40 tonnes of general waste, including strapping and noncommercial wood offcuts, was disposed of at Glenorchy local tip site each year
over the reporting period.

6.5 Energy use
Energy used on-site over the reporting period was:
o

electricity purchased from the Tasmanian grid (approximately 2,000
mega-watt-hours for the reporting period);

o

diesel used in log loader and forklift;

o

two-stroke fuel used in chainsaws.

6.6 Greenhouse emissions
Minimal greenhouse emissions result from the Bridgewater sawmill:
o

the majority of greenhouse emissions associated with the Bridgewater
sawmill are the indirect (scope 2) greenhouse emissions associated the
use of electricity purchased from the Tasmanian electricity grid,
equivalent to around 240 tonnes of CO2e over the reporting period4; and

o

there are minimal direct (scope 1) greenhouse emissions associated with
the combustion of diesel fuel in a log loader and a forklift used on-site;

There are no management issues associated with greenhouse gas emissions at
the Bridgewater sawmill, and greenhouse gas emissions are minimized by
minimizing unnecessary operation of mobile plant.

6.7 Water use
Water is used to spray sawlogs whilst they are in storage waiting to be sawn.
The water is sourced from a pond on-site, where water runoff from the stored
logs returns. The pond level is maintained with town-water from Taswater

4

2,000 megawatt-hours @ 0.12 tCO2e/mwh (NGER 2008).
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(around 9 megalitres of water was purchased over the reporting period) and an
on-site water-bore.

6.8 Biodiversity
There are no biodiversity environmental issues associated with McKay Timber
Bridgewater site.

6.9 Cultural and aboriginal heritage
There are no cultural and aboriginal heritage environmental issues associated
with McKay Timber Bridgewater site.

7. Permit conditions
During the reporting period, McKay Timber Bridgewater operated under
Environmental Protection Notice 8952 (dated 15 November 2013). The permit
conditions are reproduced here in Appendix 4.

8. Relevant environmental legislation, regulations and
statutory policies
Activities on the land must be conducted in accordance with the requirements
of:
Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994.
Dangerous Goods Act 1998 and associated regulations.
Environmental Management and Pollution Control (Miscellaneous Noise)
Regulations 2004.
Environmental Management and Pollution Control (Waste Management)
Regulations 2000.

8.1 Compliance with permit conditions and relevant
environmental legislation
McKay Timber at Bridgewater has been operating within its environmental
permit(s) over the reporting period.

8.2 Breaches
Any breaches, and action taken to avoid future breaches - none.
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8.3 Notices
Convictions for offences under State or Commonwealth environmental legislation
- none.

8.4 Convictions
Convictions for offences under State or Commonwealth environmental legislation
- none.

8.5 Environmental improvement programs
Environmental improvement programs implemented as requirements of
compliance (EMPCA section 37) - none.

9. Complaints
No environmental complaints were received by the McKay Timber Bridgewater
during the reporting period.

10. Environmental monitoring
Noise emissions were measured in May 2015 and were confirmed to be within
the requirements of the Environmental Protection Notice (EPN 8952, Appendix
4).

11. Staff training
Staff and contractors are directed to keep the workplace tidy and to dispose of
any wastes appropriately, particularly no burning of wastes. Staff are made
aware of the requirements for proper storage and handling of hydrocarbons and
clean-up procedures should spills occur.

12. Community engagement
McKay Timber at Bridgewater is a valuable and responsible member of the local
community: over the reporting period support was provided to: Timber
Communities Australia; Tas Bash; Rotary Childrens’ Christmas Party; the Lions’
Club Magic Show, Give-Me-5-for-Kids fundraiser, Seconds Count (Breast Cancer
fundraiser), Hobart Chargers Basketball Club, Dominos Junior Basketball Club,
Claremont Mens’ Shed, Hobart Hurricanes Cricket Club, and Defense Force
Veterans’ Time Out Workshop.
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13. Environmental management activities beyond permit
and legislative requirements
None.

14. Commitments to improve environmental performance
McKay Timber Bridgewater is committed to continually looking to improve
environmental performance where practical opportunities exist or emerge.
No specific opportunities have been identified at this stage.

15. Statement by Managing Director
“I acknowledge the contents of this Periodic Environmental Report.”

A. B. McKay
Managing Director
McKay Timber
10 August 2017
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Appendix 1 - Brighton Council zoning

sawmill
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Appendix 2 - Conservation of Freshwater Ecosystems
Value (CFEV) reports
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Appendix 3 - Design rainfall intensity chart
Design rainfall intensity chart - produced using the Australian Government
Bureau of Meteorology Rainfall IFD Data System
(http://www.bom.gov.au/hydro/has/cdirswebx/cdirswebx.shtml) - for a point
approximately one kilometer to the east of the McKay Timber’s Bridgewater
sawmill.
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Appendix 4 - Environmental Protection Notice 8952
Permit Conditions Schedule 2: Conditions
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